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Pizza Fest-

East European Championship
Welcome to the biggest Eastern Championship!
You are already a winner!

Why to participate?
Because you want to gain international recognition for 
yourself or for your restaurant.



Pizza Fest East European Championship

Nobody understands your passion for the art of pizza better than we do! We know how many hours of 
work, how much desire to learn and energy it takes!

• That's why the Pizza Fest-East European Championship is born! An accessible contest, both by price-
only €299.00 with roundtrip transfer from the airport, accommodation 4 nights in the Hotel 3 * and 
breakfast, lunch for the 3 days of the contest and the entry fee included- as well as the value that this 
championship brings.

• Why are we saying that?

• Because there will be big names in the field. Names that will bring 
recognition to your work through the certificate of participation we offer to 
you. 

• Because we provide you with the best ingredients and utensils, a 
transparent and well-set regulation. 

• Because nothing can stand in your way if you want to prove your qualities 
in front of a whole world. In front of your clients. In front of those who will 
be ready to pay the right price for a work appreciated by international 
Masters.
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1. Gather your friends who are as passionate as you! Share on social media!

The fact that you will be here, that you want to prove your passion and your desire 
to improve yourself, denotes that you are a professionist.

And Pizza Fest East European Championship is where you'll be surrounded by 
professionists only.

Whether we're talking about the Attendance Certificate, whether you're going to be 
on the podium, these things will give you value to your Pizzar-maker quality.

You're wondering how it will look like on the wall of your restaurant certified Pizza 
Fest East European Championship? Or the Cup itself? Join the race for them! 

I want to enroll-> > https://pizzafest.ro/produs/taxa-de-participare-east-european-
championship/

You must not miss the intensive course with Masters Cătălin Secuian and Vlad Ghero.
The secrets of the dough perfectly compressed in a day filled with valuable 
techniques, coffee breaks and social dinner where we will relax and share valuable 
experiences and information.

And don't forget! Upload your Facebook profile frame-Pizza Fest-so everyone knows 
you're going to a European championship. Be proud to invest in your passion and in 
the quality of your work!
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Pizza Fest East European Championship

2. Competition rules

2.1. Organizer

Pizza Fest-East European Pizza Championship is organized by
SC Pizzafest ENTERTAINMENT SRL in collaboration with the
Pizzaioli Association in Giro per il Mondo and supporting
PGM Romania
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/927381287457348/) 
The APGM contributor is a freely constituted, voluntary, 
non-profit association, by virtue of art. 18 of the Italian 
Constitution, art. 36 of the Civil code, in the association
with the designation "Associazione Pizzaioli in Giro per il
Mondo", Caduti di Nassirya 20/52, Cap 47924 Rimini, Italy. 
https://www.pizzaioliingiroperilmondo.com/

SC PIZZAFEST ENTERTAINMENT SRL will be hereinafter
referred to as the Organizer.

2.2 Stages

Enrollment stage: 22/02/2019-21/05/2019. Entries will be 
made online on the official website www.pizzafest.ro.

Registration is considered firm when confirming the online 
payment of the 90 euro participation fee.

The Organizer reserves the right to stop entries before the 
date shown as the registration deadline when the 
maximum allowable limit is reached.

The closing date of the entries may also be extended until 
the date of the competition (07 June 2019), depending on 
the availability of the seats.

The amount paid can be refunded in full 16 days before the 
event, with no additional charge. After 21.05.2019, no 
amount will be refunded.
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Pizza Fest East European Championship

2. Competition rules

2.2 Stages

Organizational stage: 07.06.2019, Time 9 pm, will pick up
the competition numbers on the spot (Public Garden, 
Galaţi).

The actual deployment stage: 

07.06.2019-The pizza Margherita STG and Pizza Classica
sections, between 10am- 4pm hours

08.06.2019-Pizza Classica and Pizza Gourmet sections, 
between 10am- 4pm

Premiere: 09.06.2019, starting from 6pm

Contest venue and premiere: Public Garden, Str. 
Domnească, Galaţi, Romania
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2.3 Sections

1. Pizza Classica

2. Pizza Margherita (STG)

3. Pizza Gourmet

2.4. Rules of Contest categories

The theme of the contest is Pizza Fantasia.

Pizza Classica and Pizza Gourmet categories will be carried 
out, when choosing the competitor, in an electric oven or 
on wood. The Pizza Margherita category (STG) will be 
carried out in a wood oven.

Pizza Dessert will enter the Pizza Gourmet section.
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2. Regulament de concurs

• 2.5. Competitors

Pizzari can participate in this contest:

1. In their own name,

2. Representing a pizzeria/gastronomic unit,

3. On the behalf of a gastronomic association to which it 
belongs.

2.6. Pizza preparation for the public pizza Fest, 7-9 June

Each competitor can express their consent to join the Pizzas 
training team for the audience present at the Pizza Fest 
Festival, 7-9 June 2019, between 10:00-23:00. 

The remuneration will then be established together with the 
organiser, depending on the good work of the festival.
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2.4. Contest Category Rules

All competitors will be able to choose:

1. Between using their own dough in containers complying with 
the hygiene rules in force or preparing it on the spot with the 
ingredients and ustensils made available by the organiser.

2. Between using their own ingredients or those made available by 
the organizer through the official sponsor of the competition-
Selgros Cash & Carry. A window of it will be within the reach of 
every pizza maker for the ingredients it needs in the representation 
of its pizza.

Competitors will be required to wear appropriate equipment 
and in accordance to the public food activation legislation. 

Competitors may wear uniforms with the documents of the 
associations they belong to or the pizzerias they represent. 
Uniforms that include trademarks other than those of Pizza 
Fest sponsors will not be accepted. Check the list of the 
sponsors on the official website of the contest: 
Www.pizzafest.ro/sponsorisiparteneri
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Juriul East European Championship

2.7. Judging

Each pizza-maker will have at their disposal:

1. 10 minutes for pizza Classica and Pizza Margherita (STG) 
sections

2. 15 minutes for Pizza Gourmet section.

For total fairness and transparency, the Organiser should 
take the following precautions:

1. No jury member will know the name and number of the 
competitor whose pizza will be legal before evaluation and 
scoring.

2. The competition numbers of the same competitor will 
differ from one section to another.

3. After assessing and noting the pizzas, the jury will be able 
to tackle the competitor. This will not be able to influence 
the note that was given at the first instance.
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2. Competition rules

• 2.7. Judging

• During the period of competition-10 and 15 minutes allocated to the section to where the pizza maker was enrolled- the 
pizza maker will not be allowed to leave the work area.

• Preparation and presentation will take place in front of an official of the competition, the latter being the one who will 
take the pizza to a presentation plateau in front of the jury. In advance, all he will weigh and take the temperature of the 
palm, will analyze the ingredients used and the organization of the work station.

• Before sending pizzas to the jury, each competitor will cut the pizza into 6 slices and place it on the plateau.

• The accuracy of the use of ustensils, ingredients and workspace is the responsibility of the competitor and will be 
supervised and noted by the competition official, who will pass the note to the jury.
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2. Competition rules
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• 2.7 Evaluation and scoring criteria.

• Each pizza maker will be noted according to the evaluation and scoring criteria below:

• Organization of Workstation 0-15 pts.- ability to keep work station cleaned and well organized.

• Preparation and baking time 0-15 pts.- compliance with the working time according to the regulation.

• Preparation of the Oven 0-15 pts.- use and preparation of the furnace, controlling the temperature and baking times.

• Presentation of the Pizza 0-15 pts.- arrangement of pizzas on the plateau, respectively of the ingredients on it.

• Aroma and taste 0-15 pts. -Characteristics of flavour and taste of the dough and ingredients used.

• Innovation 0-15 pts. -use of innovative methods and new spices in the field.

• Imagination 0-10 pts.-Use of the imagination in the layout of ingredients, layout on the plateau, in the use of spices, etc.

• TOTAL-100 points

2.8. Final provisions and complete regulation on www.pizzafest.ro

I want to enroll! -> > https://pizzafest.ro/produs/taxa-de-participare-east-european-championship/
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3. Intensive course with Maestri Istruttori-Cătălin Secuian and Vlad Ghero

The course is a unique learning opportunity. Moreover, at the end of it, we will socialise, 
share experiences and knowledge in a social dinner.

• Biga, Poolish, Autolisi
• Impasti Indiretti
• Impasti Diretti

Intensive course Program from 06 June, Kreta Restaurant (Location 
https://bit.ly/2VfsXJh):
11:00-14:00 Course
14:00-15:00 Coffee Break
15:00-19:00 Course
19:00-20:00 Break
20:00-22:00-Social dinner (social dinner included in the course price)

!Hot Deal! €116.00 

I want to enroll-> > https://pizzafest.ro/produs/taxa-de-participare-east-european-
championship/
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4. What can you win?

East European Championship
Cup

If you climb the podium 
at one of the three 
sections (Total 9 cups)

Certificate of Participation

All competitors will be 
able to demonstrate 
their participation in a 
European 
Championship with a 
certified.

Certificate of participation-
intensive course

Acquired from the 
intensive course with 
the Maestri Istruttore.
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Possible thanks to...
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What you need to know...

In the vicinity of the event 
you will receive an email 
reminder in which we will 
ask:

Your flight data so that we 
can make the best transfer 
to Otopeni Airport-Hotel 
Galaţi.

The request to have the 
phone open at the landing.

3. If you request the option 
to come accompanied, 
please send us/confirm the 
details of the accompanying 
person, whether he is a 
championship participant or 
not and what he has opted 
for (transfer, lunch, etc.).

4. If you have not yet opted 
in for the course, please 
send us an email requesting 
you to check availability.

5. Please give your consent 
to join the Pizza training 
team for the audience 
present at the Pizza Fest 
Festival, 7-9 June 2019, 
from 10am-11pm hours. 

14contact@pizzafest.ro +40 742 808 220 www.pizzafest.ro


